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INT. SUBWAY MID DAY

Chris is on the subway staring off screen to something that we do not see

FADE TO BLACK

INT. BEDROOM MORNING

BLACK FADE IN

We pan along a desk which has papers everywhere bottles of Pepsi and half empty drinks just a hell of a mess

A boy about 17 years old wakes up from sleeping in he looks at his alarm clock that reads 8:25

CHRIS

Fuck!

CHRIS runs across his lawn putting on his jacket as he runs

He arrives at school extremely late

EXT. SCHOOL

Chris speed walks to wards his school he sees a series of people A COUPLE MAKING OUT they turn and look at him he looks back...He then sees a TATTOOED MAN smoking as cigarette who also looks at him he then sees A KID SLEEPING he looks like he is dead

INT. SCHOOL SECOND PERIOD

CHRIS sits under the stairs looking at his text book and his friends JOHN shows up

JOHN 17, IS CHRIS'S BEST FRIEND THEY NEW EACH OTHER SINCE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL...
John grabs Chris's hat and puts it on. He sits and puts his legs over Chris's

JOHN
(Taunting)
Hey Chris where were you first period?

CHRIS
(FIRM) shut up.

Chris grabs his hat off John and puts it back on. He puts his backpack on and walks off frame.

JOHN
Hey where ya goin,?

CHRIS
Out...

JOHN
Out?

CHRIS
Yeah come on lets go out for a smoke

Chris sticks a cigarette in his mouth

JOHN
You know that's a bad habit.

CHRIS
Yeah yeah...well I got a lot going on

JOHN
Yeah well there ain't gonna be a lot going on when you down in your grave...and let me tell you something when your down under im gonna be up here hanging with our old friend Pamela...
CHRISSS
Dude...shut up

JOHN
No im serious man..This is the
first time you were late this
month

CHRISSS
(MESMERIZED)
No dude...its her

A Girl walks by SHE IS THE TYPE OF GIRL WHEN YOU
SEE HER EVERYTHING GOES IN SLOW MOTION AND MUSIC
PLAYS

Chris Is mesmerized by her he cant find any words
to describe her

JOHN
That's not Pamela.

CHRISSS
No...its..its the girl I was
telling you about

JOHN
Ohhh...well let me tell you
something she ain't no Pamela
but damn shes something

CHRISSS
Yeah she is...shes like the
girl you would bring home to
your parents you know she is
just so perfect but every time
I see her I want to go talk to
her but I just I cant...

The GIRL meets with a boy and they talk and have
a little argument we see the guy push a kid out
of the way as he walks with the girl

JOHN
(Joking)Huh...wanna go have
that smoke ?
EXT. SCHOOL

Chris and john outside

Chris lights a cigarette

John uses his hand and takes the cigarette out of Chris's mouth

    JOHN
    You know I just wanted to get you out of that situation right?

    CHRIS
    look dude you want to be my friend than just let me do what I have to do

john puts his hand on Chris's shoulder

    JOHN
    I am your friend and I'm just worried with what has been going on with you lately...

    CHRIS
    Nothing..um nothing has been going on with me

    JOHN
    Dude this girl is taking over your life

Chris gets up and puts out his cigarette

    CHRIS
    Dude just stay out of it okay

Chris gets up and leaves

CUE: MUSIC MYSTERIOUS
INT. SUBWAY MID DAY

Chris on the subway with a newspaper and stares at his dream girlfriend from far away

he gets off at the same time as she does

She is waiting on the side of the building

CHRIS
Hey...excuse me..um my names Chris

DREAM GIRL
Um hi..I'm Chloe

CHRIS
Ah well this is gonna sound weird but I had to come talk to you I just...we got to the same school and I've seen you around and I think your really pretty and I wanted to know if you wanted to hang out

CHLOE
I'm flattered but I have a boyfriend

CHRIS
boyfriend?

CHLOE
I mean I would love to hang out...

CHRIS
No I understand...(ahh boyfriend)i respect that

Chris realizes who her boyfriend is

CHLOE
Yeah...im sorry
CHRIS
No no its fine..i ill see you around and...uh ill be there if you ever need anything

CHLOE
Um okay..well I have a date around 8 so I should probably go...

CHRIS
Uhh yeah ill see you around

Chris looks down at his watch to see what time it is

Match cut to Chris with Red and blue flashing lights bouncing off his face emulating Cop Cars

Chris looks dead and he looks very tired

We hear noises which appear to be tire screeches and a car crash

He walks into the doorway of his house and puts a shovel against the wall

He slowly walks to the washroom he looks down at the bathtub and then looks into a mirror that is slightly crooked...he fixes the mirror then leaves

INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY A COUPLE DAYS LATER

Chris watches yet again from a far at his dream girl...this time she is sitting alone in the hallway

She appears to have lost everything that made her happy

Chris walks up to where she is and we see that he is talking to her and quickly picking up conversation with her and begins to sit down...he then slowly puts his arm around her

THE END.